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Plan

- What do we mean by AI and ML? 
- Why now? 
- What are some examples of it being used for a competitive edge? 
- What are some practical tips for using AI in the enterprise? 
- What are some things to watch out for? 



Definitions

Artificial intelligence (AI)

- Systems that process information in a human like way

Machine learning (ML) 

- Subfield of AI
- Improve performance from studying examples without explicit programming

Deep Learning (DL) 

- Style of ML 
- Uses techniques loosely modeled on biological neurons 
- Led to quantum leap in ML performance in the last decade



Why is now the time ML? 

Data availability 

- ML systems love examples. More examples = more accuracy. Esp Deep Learning
- Infinite data sources for images and video on the internet (YouTube: 30,000 hours uploaded every hour)
- Almost all companies have data warehouses

1ZB = 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 bytes

Source: IDC



- Algorithms
- Deep learning revolution massively boosted 

accuracy 
- Humans now beaten by algorithms in Chess, Go, 

Poker, Backgammon, Starcraft, …
- And now speech, image recognition … 

-

Source: EFF



- Computational power
- Graphics processors originally intended for games now used to accelerate learning 20x.
- Cloud providers make it easy to hire thousands of machines for a few hours to build a single 

model. 

Source: nextplatform.com



Competitive edge? 

Source: McKinsey



How AI can provide competitive edge

- Automation 
- Image labeling, language processing, speech recognition, chat, support
- Examples: chatbots, enhancing listings of sales with details, legal discovery …

 
- Optimization

- Usage patterns, resource allocation, building power management, manufacturing
- Examples: assembly line optimization, supply chain optimization

- Prediction
- Recommendations, Time Series, Geospatial, People, Incentives, Prices, Markets
- Examples: eCommerce “also bought”, future demand, likelihood of accepting offer, LTV



Examples

- Examples from my personal experience
- Barely scratching the surface
- Could go through examples for 10 hours, not 10 minutes
- Free to ask in Q + A about your favorite domain



[Optimization] AI helped Team NZ win America’s Cup

- America’s Cup is the biggest competition in sailing
- QuantumBlack part of McKinsey
- Used reinforcement learning
- Trained a virtual sailor using RL
- Trained a virtual boat designer RL
- Simulated millions of combinations of sailor 

+ designer
- Human sailors learned from AI!
- Used Ray to run these simulations

Source: McKinsey



[Automation] Competitive Edge in Manufacturing

Retrocausal 
(disclosure: I’m an investor) 

- Use ML to watch assembly
and flag mistakes earlier 

- Metrics:
- 1st time yields up 10%
- Assy issues down 60%
- Op training time down 44% 



[Automation] Competitive edge in safety at Uber

- “Fake driver detection” using face recognition
- Mask detection using ML trained mask models
- Accident detection using sensors 





[Prediction] Where will demand for Ubers be? 



Competitive edge … in good deeds? 

[Disclosure: I am on their board]

“So compete in doing good” -- 
Qur’an 2:148

Tool to help you memorize



What do successful ML projects have in common?

- Examples
- Data is “clean” and doesn’t have issues. 
- The more the better 
- May require human labeling

- Can “transfer” from other problems
- Natural language processing
- Image processing
- Classification
- Pre-trained “starter” models in many domains

- With clear metric for success or failure 
- Example: re-work frequency for manufacturing

- Direct connection to ROI
- Either Top Line (e.g. increasing revenue) or Bottom Line (e.g. reducing costs)



Different models of ML implementation

- In-house
- Hire your own DS/ML people
- Pros: understand business better, if it’s a competitive edge you want it in house
- Cons: takes time, can be hard to recruit

- Consulting
- Pros: people with developed expertise 
- Cons: expensive, longer term plan is unclear, maintenance

- Partnership with specialized SaaS product
- Incredibly specialized ML solutions now. tractable.ai for car accident estimate from photos
- Pros: Up and running fast
- Cons: Your data may be used to train competitors’ models, not tailored exactly to your use 

case, no differentiation



How to introduce?

- See it as a new tool you have to learn
- Over time, build a portfolio of internal success stories
- First problem should combine:

- Large, directly attributable ROI
- Clean examples available
- Is a “typical” ML problem
- Team that is excited

- Slowly add more projects --  lowest hanging fruit



Things to consider when implementing ML

- Privacy
- Is your model “leaking” privacy sensitive data?

- Fairness / Bias
- ML models can be biased (e.g. Apple Credit Card at release ML model biased to men)

- What happens when ML is wrong?
- What’s the experience? People assume ML is more accurate than it is. 

- Concept drift
- Today’s ML model is not the same as tomorrow’s data. Do you need to retrain or update your 

model regularly?



Conclusion

- ML has led to significant competitive advantages in many fields. 
- Learn to identify “ML shaped problems” -- clean and plentiful labeled data, 

common type, good metric for success. 
- Things to consider when implementing ML: privacy, fairness, “escape hatch” 

for wrong ML and keeping models up to date

Questions/thoughts/feedback later? mwk@anyscale.com 

mailto:mwk@anyscale.com

